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Abstract—In this paper, we describe generation and application
of wide, narrow linewidth optical frequency combs using dualmode injection-locking of InP quantum-dash mode-locked lasers.
In the first part, the dependence of the RF locking-range on the
device’s absorber voltage is experimentally investigated. Under
optimized absorber voltage, a continuous, wide RF locking-range
of ≈400 MHz is achievable for lasers with 21 GHz repetition rate.
The total RF locking-range of ≈440 MHz is possible considering
of locking-range for positive and negative absorber voltages. This
wide tuning >2% of the repetition rate, a record for a monolithic
mode-locked laser, is reported from a two-section device without
any additional passive section or extended-cavity for repetition
rate tuning. It is shown that the effective RF locking-range in
dual-mode injection corresponds to the optical locking-range and
repetition rate tuning under CW injection which is wider when
the free-running mode-locking operation is “less stable”. The
widest comb consists of 35 narrow lines within 10 dB of the
peak, spanning ≈ 0.7 THz, generating 3.7 ps pulses. In the
second part, we show the first demonstration of multi pump
phase-synchronization of two 10 Gb/s DPSK channels in a phasesensitive amplifier using dual-mode injection-locking technique.
The phase-sensitive amplifier based on “black box” scheme shows
more than 7 dB phase-sensitive gain and error free performance
for both input channels with 1 dB penalty.
Index Terms—Mode-locked lasers, optical-injection-locking,
optical frequency combs, quantum-dash lasers, and phasesensitive amplifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OHERENT optical frequency combs (OFCs) with narrow
optical linewidths have various applications in optical
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communication systems such as multi-carrier transmission systems in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
[1], coherent wavelength division multiplexing (CoWDM)
[2], arbitrary waveform generation [3], [4], all optical signal
processing [5], and millimeter-wave generation [6]. A number
of techniques have been proposed for the generation of OFCs
such as using cascaded intensity and/or phase modulators [7],
[8], fibre or semiconductor based ring-cavity mode-locked
lasers [9], [10], direct modulation of gain-switched discretemode lasers [11], and semiconductor mode-locked lasers [12].
Despite the fact that OFCs from semiconductor modelocked lasers have inherently wide spectral width comparing
the other OFC generation techniques, several performance
limiting factors reduce their suitability for this purpose. First,
the timing jitter of passively mode-locked lasers (an indication
of coherence among comb lines) is not usually adequate, so an
stabilization technique is required. Hybrid/active mode-locking
could be used to synchronize the repetition rate of the laser
to that of the external RF source. However, the RF lockingrange is usually limited to few tens of MHz unless a specially
designed RF circuit is utilized along with a complex multisection cavity structure for wide tuning of the repetition rate
[13]–[15]. Such developments have produced locking-ranges
of 500 MHz for hybrid [14] and 1.8 GHz for actively modelocked lasers at 40 GHz [15]. Increasing the RF locking-range,
beyond the cleaving error of the device, is highly desirable to
compensate any process related error between the repetition
rate of the device and the pre-defined frequency of the system.
This makes the use of mode-locked laser based OFC suitable
for applications based on pre-defined clock frequency.
The second limiting factor is that the optical linewidth of
individual lines of a mode-locked laser can be large (∼10-100
MHz) while sub MHz to few MHz is desirable in applications
such as phase-encoded modulation formats. It is important to
note that neither hybrid nor active mode-locking techniques
influence the individual line’s frequency noise. Therefore, a
technique leading to noise reduction of the mutual and individual OFC lines from mode-locked laser is highly desirable
to generate high quality OFCs with narrow optical linewidths
and small RF beating noise.
Injection-locking of two coherent CW lines (dual-mode
injection) can be used to synchronize two independent OFCs
from mode-locked lasers [16]. Carrier modulation due to
beating of the two injected lines gives control over the
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repetition rate and timing jitter of the slave laser unlike
CW injection-locking of a mode-locked laser. This scenario
could be simplified by generating the dual-modes from an
amplitude modulated CW line rather than a stabilized modelocked laser in [16]. A narrow-linewidth CW source generates
two sidebands with narrow optical linewidth after amplitude
modulation, which are then used for injection-locking of a
mode-locked laser to generate OFCs with narrow optical
linewidth and low RF beating noise. This is an important
advantage over hybrid/active mode-locking techniques.
In this paper, we demonstrate generation of narrow
linewidth OFCs with wide RF locking-range and few ps
pulse-width using dual-mode injection of two-section 21 GHz
quantum-dash mode-locked lasers (QDMLs). It is shown
experimentally that the RF locking-range under dual-mode
injection is correlated with the repetition rate tuning and
optical locking-range under CW injection-locking. Less stable
mode-locked operation at free-running leads to wider optical
locking-range and repetition rate tuning under CW injection
and greater RF locking-range under dual-mode injection. A
wide RF locking-range of 400 MHz is reported for fixed
bias parameters by adjusting the master laser’s wavelength
and frequency of driving RF source within the locking-range.
This brings the total possible RF locking-range to more than
440 MHz by varying the bias parameters without any passive
section for extra tuning of the repetition rate. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the highest tuning ratio (≈2.1%) obtained
from a monolithic mode-locked laser. In the second part of
the paper, we introduce a novel application of OFCs generated
with this technique in multi-channel phase-sensitive amplifiers
(PSAs). For the first time, two lines of the OFC are utilized as
local pump source for a PSA having two coherent 10.374 Gb/s
WDM channels at 41.496 GHz spacing as the input. Using
this technique the phase synchronization of pumps for both
channels is derived from a single injection-locking stage. The
dual-modes were two coherent carriers generated through fourwave mixing (FWM) of a local pump and two DPSK channels,
forming the carrier extraction stage of the “black box” PSA.
More than 7 dB gain swing and error free performance for
both channels with 1 dB penalty is demonstrated at the output
of the PSA.
II. E XPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

FOR INJECTION
LOCKING AND DEVICE DESCRIPTION

The experimental arrangement for injection-locking was
a master-slave configuration where only the light from the
master was unidirectionally injected to the slave laser. As
shown in Fig. 1, light from the master source passed through a
variable optical attenuator, a coupler (with a tap for monitoring
the injected power), polarization controller and entered Port
1 of a circulator. The light from Port 2 of the circulator
was fed into the facet of the gain-section of the slave laser
using a lensed fiber. The light from the facet of the saturableabsorber section was utilized for optical/RF spectrum analysis
through free-space coupling with an isolator. For the RF
spectrum analysis, the light passed though a high speed photodetector (Newport, Model: D-25xr) with bandwidth of ≈17

Fig. 1. The schematic of experimental arrangement used for CW and Dualmode injection-locking. The definition of abbreviations used: PC: Polarization
controller, MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator, Att. Variable Optical Attenuator,
PD: Photodetector, SA: Saturable-Absorber, ISO: Free space isolator, OSA:
Optical Spectrum Analyzer, ESA: Electrical Spectrum Analyzer, AC: Autocorrelator, Amp.: Amplifier, QDML: Quantum Dash Mode-Locked Laser.

GHz and RF amplifier (0.1-18 GHz). The Port 3 output of
the circulator was then used for measurement of the pulsewidth using a background-free second harmonic generation
autocorrelator. The master laser was a commercial single-mode
external-cavity tunable laser (NewFocus, model: 6328) with
optical linewidth <1 MHz. As depicted in Fig. 1, two cases
were considered for the analysis of optical injection. Case 1
was CW injection, where the master laser’s CW output was
used for optical injection. Case 2 was dual-mode injection,
where the light from the master laser passed through a MachZehnder modulator driven by an RF source and DC biased
to generate two coherent CW side-bands and suppress the
original master laser mode. The spacing of the side-bands was
twice the frequency of the RF source as shown in Fig. 1. The
optical linewidth of the longitudinal modes of the slave laser
was measured using heterodyne detection with another narrow
linewidth tunable laser source.
The two InP QDMLs used were both two-section devices
with an active layer comprising 9 InAs dash monolayers grown
by gas source MBE embedded within two barriers and separate
confinement heterostructure (SCH) layers (dash in a barrier
structure). Both the barriers and SCH layers consisted of
In0.8 Ga0.2 As0.4 P0.6 quaternary materials with λg = 1.17 µm
[17]. Total cavity length of each device was 2030 µm with
absorber lengths of 140 µm (length ratio ≈ 6.9%) and 190 µm
(length ratio ≈ 9.4%). The absorber and gain sections were
isolated by a resistance >10 kΩ. The QDMLs were mounted
p-side up on AlN submounts and copper blocks with active
temperature control and electrical contacts formed by wirebonding. From now on, we call the laser with longer absorber “D1 ” and the device with shorter absorber as “D2 ”.
Both devices operated in saturable-absorber dominated modelocked (SAML) regimes [18], [19] when the absorbers were
biased well below the transparency point (≈0.9 V). The bias
operational parameters of the device for SAML operation were
typically around 100-200 mA for gain current and approximate
absorber voltage of -0.6 V to 0.3 V for D1 and -1.1 V to 0.3 V
for D2 . No lasing was observed for absorber voltages biased
below these values. Both the devices showed averaged freespace output powers of a few mW in this regime of operation.
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The intensity autocorrelation of the devices are shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (b). The traces were intentionally offset for
better viewing. The pulse-width after deconvolution for D1
was 7.2 ps (Gaussian fit) reducing to 4.0 ps (Sech2 fit). For
D2 the pulsewidths were 5.6 ps (Gaussian fit) reducing to
3.3 ps (Sech2 fit) when the absorber is negatively biased.
For both cases a clear coherence spike could be seen in the
traces for negative absorber voltages. It is unlikely that these
come from partial dispersion compensation in the fibre as
only a few meters of single-mode fibre was used in the signal
path to the autocorrelator. The existence of such peaks could
indicate instabilities or some excess noise in the mode-locking
operation. The RF linewidth of the devices at these two regions
also showed significant differences. For D1 the RF linewidth at
positive absorber voltage was around few 100s of kHz which
was increased to few MHz for negative absorber voltage. The
same trend was observed for D2 where the RF linewidth of
few 10s of kHz at positive absorber voltage was increased
to a few 100s of kHz when the absorber was negatively
biased. Information on RF linewidth and autocorrelation traces
could be an indication of “less stable” mode-locking operation
for absorber biased close to the negative boundary of modelocking operation. From hereon, the measurement results on
D1 will be presented which were qualitatively similar to those
of D2 .

Optical power (dBm)

Optical injection improved the lasers’ performance in several aspects. In the optical domain, the spectral width of the
laser was reduced with similar or narrower pulses, thereby
reducing the time-bandwidth product of the pulses. In the
RF domain, we observed a shift in the RF peak to higher
frequencies, and a reduction in RF linewidth (at relatively
low injection powers) using CW injection. Full control over
the RF linewidth of the device was possible using dualmode injection which strongly narrowed the RF linewidth,
similar to hybrid mode-locking. We analyze the dependence
of the optical and RF locking-range of the injection-locked
device on the bias parameters. It will be shown that the
locking characteristics, particularly the RF locking-range could
be significantly improved by careful adjustment of the bias
parameters. For this purpose, the devices were biased under
two different gain current and absorber voltages to show
“distinct” SAML operation in terms of RF linewidth and pulsewidth. The optical spectra of D1 and D2 for two different
bias parameters are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively.
As can be seen, decreasing the absorber bias to the corner of
the SAML operating range (-0.5 V for D1 and -1.0 V for D2 )
caused narrowing the optical spectrum. The spectral narrowing
was accompanied by a decrease in the output power and an
increase of threshold current for the devices. The gain current
for the negative absorber case was increased so that the average
power of the devices remained the same as that of the positive
absorber voltage.
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Fig. 2.
The optical spectrum of two-section QDMLs at free running
operation. (a) D1 , Gain current: 160 mA, Absorber voltage: 0.1 V and Gain
current: 200 mA, Absorber voltage: -0.5 V. (b) D2 , Gain current: 110 mA,
Absorber voltage: 0.0 V and Gain current: 135 mA, Absorber voltage: -1.0
V.
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By optimizing the bias parameters (absorber bias around 0.10.2 V and gain current around 50% above threshold) relatively
narrow RF linewidth (10s-100s of kHz) and pulses of a few
ps in duration were produced in free-running operation.
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation measurement of two-section QDMLs at free running
operation. (a) D1 corresponding to Fig. 2(a). (b) D2 corresponding to
Fig. 2(b).

III. A NALYSIS OF

REPETITION RATE TUNING

Repetition rate tuning is an important parameter to assess
the suitability of mode-locked semiconductor lasers for a real
application where some frequency deviation exists between
laser’s repetition rate (given by its optical length) and that of
the system. In this section, we analyze the amount of repetition
rate tuning in the free running and CW-injection cases.
A. Free running
Fig. 4 shows the amount of frequency change for D1 in
two cases: (a) when the absorber voltage and temperature of
the mount are fixed and only gain current is changed, (b)
where both the bias parameters are fixed and temperature of
mount is changed. Several differences can be distinguished
from Fig. 4(a): first, an increase in the repetition rate has
been observed when the absorber voltage was decreased from
positive to negative values. Second, the trend of tuning against
the gain current for positive absorber is descending while it is
ascending for negative absorber voltages. Third, the amount
of tuning is around 30 MHz for positive absorber voltage
while it increases up to 100 MHz when the absorber is
negatively biased. The same kind of trend was observed when
the bias parameters are fixed and only the temperature of the
mount is changed. The trend for positive absorber voltage was
ascending for positive absorber bias in the range of ≈3 MHz
(not visible in Fig. 4(b)). When the temperature was changed
with a negative absorber bias, the trend of frequency tuning
was descending and large amount of tuning (≈100 MHz) could
be seen.
The mechanism for the difference in the trend and the
amount of frequency tuning for the two cases seems not to be
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Fig. 4. Free-running repetition rate of D1 for different bias parameters.
(a) Absorber voltages: 0.2 V and -0.5 V, mount temperature: 20.0 o C, gain
current ranging from 130 to 210 mA. (b) Absorber voltages: 0.1 V and -0.5
V, gain current: 160 mA and mount temperature 15-23.5 o C.

only a function of change in the refractive index. For example,
if we consider plasma effect (change of refractive index due to
change in the carrier density) the repetition rate should always
increase when the gain current is increased. However, we
observed both ascending and descending trends for different
absorber voltages. Another explanation could be presented
using the definition of the “detuning time” (the actual arrival
time of the pulse according to the gain/absorption saturation
time). This will cause the pulse repetition rate to deviate from
the Fabry-Perot fundamental frequency [20]. It was shown that
the amount of detuning time is basically a function of pulse
energy, the pulsewidth and detailed saturation dynamics which
are governed by gain/absorber bias parameters [21]. Therefore,
it is possible that the laser could be biased in a region so that
the detuning time will be an ascending or descending function
of the gain current and also with more or less sensitivity.
B. CW optical injection
Following study of repetition rate detuning in free running
mode-locked operation, we analyzed the CW injection-locking
behavior of the laser at the same bias parameters as shown in
Fig. 2. Here, stable locking is defined as the regime where
the laser operation meets the following criteria. First, in the
RF domain, no beating frequency or oscillations associated
with relaxation oscillation (RO) frequency (instabilities under
optical injection) existed at low frequency range (0- few
GHz). By zooming around the repetition rate, the shift of the
repetition rate to a new (larger) frequency was observed. More
than 20 dB suppression of laser’s original RF spectral peak was
also considered to determine the unlocking-locking transition.
For positive values of the absorber voltage, there was an
abrupt frequency shift by >150 MHz whereas at negative bias
gradual shift by ∼10 MHz for negative voltages was observed.
Second, in the intensity autocorrelation trace, the coherence
spike observed when free running with negative absorber bias
disappeared. This is a likely indication of suppression of
free-running instabilities in pulses generated by the injectionlocked mode-locked laser. Third, in the optical spectrum of
the injection-locked laser, spectral narrowing occurred in the
vicinity of injection with significant portions of the spectral
power in modes shifted to longer wavelengths by a few
nanometers [18].
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Fig. 5. Optical locking-range (left axis) at positive absorber voltage (full
circles) and negative absorber voltage (full triangles) and repetition rate tuning
(right axis) at positive absorber voltage (empty circles), and negative absorber
voltage (empty triangles) versus injected power ratio. The bias parameters are
the same as in Fig 2(a).

In Fig. 5, the optical locking-range (filled markers) and the
amount of repetition rate tuning (empty markers) within the
locking-range for two absorber voltages are shown in the left
and right axes, respectively. The injection ratio (“x” axis) is
defined as the ratio of injected power to the free running slave’s
power. As can be seen, the locking-range for the negative
absorber voltage was significantly wider than for the positive
absorber voltage. For this device, a locking-range up to 5.1
GHz was found which is a large fraction of the longitudinal
mode-spacing (≈ 21 GHz). This widening of the locking-range
was predicted theoretically in a model for GaAs quantumdot mode-locked lasers around the boundaries of operational
map for passive mode-locking, where “unstable” mode-locking
evolves in free running operation [22]. In our case, the wider
optical locking-range corresponded to an absorber voltage of
-0.5 V while the negative boundary of passive mode-locking
operation was -0.6 V. In addition to the wide optical lockingrange, the amount of repetition rate tuning within the lockingrange was considerably different in the two cases. The maximum amount of repetition rate tuning for the positive absorber
voltage (empty circles, right axis) is around 40 MHz while it
increases to ≈ 100 MHz for the negative absorber voltage
(empty triangles, right axis). This difference might arise from
the initial bias conditions for the gain and absorber sections
that provided a significant repetition rate tuning difference in
free-running operation. However, the contribution of injectionlocking in changing the detuning time and refractive index
when the master laser’s frequency is swept across the lockingrange is presently unclear and requires a separate investigation
which is not within the scope of this paper. Fig. 6 shows
the change in the repetition rate within the locking-range for
positive (filled circles) and negative (filled triangles) absorber
voltages when the master laser is swept. The point where the
stable locking emerges was considered as the reference for
the master frequency (0 value). The injected power ratio was
almost the same (1.1 % for positive and 1.2 % for negative
absorber voltage) for the two cases. The free running repetition
rate for the positive absorber bias was ≈20.858 GHz which
was up-shifted by ≈168 MHz under stable injection-locking.
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Fig. 6. Repetition rate within the locking-range as a function of master
laser frequency change for positive absorber voltage (circles, injected power
ratio ≈1.1%) and negative absorber voltage (triangles, injected power ratio
≈1.2%). Bias parameters were the same as Fig. 5.

For the negative absorber voltage, the free running repetition
rate was ≈21.026 GHz (already shifted to higher frequencies
than that of positive absorber voltage) was up-shifted by ≈66
MHz at the evolution of stable locking. A noticeable difference
could be seen for the trend of repetition rate tuning for both
cases: the repetition rate monotonically increased within the
locking-range for negative absorber bias. However, for the
positive absorber bias, a non-monotonic trend (first ascending
followed by a descending trend and some “clamping” of the
maximum frequency) could be observed within the lockingrange. This kind of trend was observed for other injection
levels depicted in Fig. 5. Total repetition rate tuning of ≈ 24
MHz was achieved for positive absorber voltage while it
increased to ≈ 90 MHz for the negative absorber voltage.
As will be shown later, the combination of wide lockingrange and large repetition rate tuning range under CW
injection-locking leads to much larger RF locking-range under
dual-mode injection.

IV. V ERSATILE OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB GENERATION
USING DUAL - MODE OPTICAL INJECTION
In this section, we describe dual-mode injection-locking
of D1 . Locking characteristics of CW injection showed that
the lasers operating at negative absorber bias have wider
optical locking-range and tuning of repetition rate within the
locking-range. Injection of two coherent CW lines (dual-mode
injection), bringing the two lines close enough (in wavelength)
to two slave laser modes, causes modulation of the carriers
due to saturation of the gain. Careful adjustment of this
modulation frequency results in RF frequency locking, as
well as enhanced optical injection-locking. The modulation
frequency is the spacing of the two lines, or a sub-harmonic
where dual-mode injection is done at an integer harmonic of
the repetition rate. The spacing of the two coherent modes
should be consistent with the shift of the repetition rate
associated with the injection-locking process (for example, see
Fig. 6).

Fig. 7. Intensity graphs for the RF spectrum under dual-mode injection
with negative absorber voltage, injected power ratio ≈2.1%, the locking
regions denoted by arrows (resolution bandwidth: 100 kHz). (a) Master laser’s
wavelength: λm . (b) Master laser’s wavelength: λm + 0.015 nm (1.85 GHz).
(c) Master laser’s wavelength: λm + 0.024 nm (2.90 GHz). (d) Master laser’s
wavelength: λm + 0.028 nm (3.45 GHz).

A. Wide RF locking-range
We compared the RF locking-range in dual-mode injection
for the two absorber voltages studied in § III. When injectionlocking occurred, the RF linewidth significantly narrowed
forming a delta-like RF lineshape (beyond the resolution
limit of our electrical spectrum analyzer, 1 kHz), similar to
hybrid mode-locking, with reduced noise level. This resulted
in significant reduction of timing jitter by more than one order
of magnitude (≈235 fs) [18], [23]. The RF locking-range is
defined here as the spectral region where strong narrowing
of the RF linewidth occurred accompanied by a lowering of
the noise level by >30 dB (resolution bandwidth: 100 kHz).
In the presence of any sidebands, possibly due to self-phase
modulation, an additional criterion of side band suppression
by more than>30 dB was also applied. Similar to CW optical
injection, the 20 dB suppression of free-running RF peak was
applied for unlocked-locked transition as well. An example
of such wide RF locking-range for negative absorber voltage
is shown as intensity graphs in Figs. 7(a)-(d). The frequency
spacing and wavelengths of the dual-modes were designed
initially to match the RF peak of CW injection-locked case. RF
locking in this regime (Fig. 7(a)) was limited to a range of 92
MHz. However, by slightly increasing the master laser wavelength (center wavelength of the dual-modes) and keeping the
RF spacing fixed, the slave laser transitioned from unlocked
to injection-locked. Then, by increasing the frequency of the
RF source, new frequencies could be included in the second
locking region (Fig. 7(b)). Following this method, more locked
regions were found, thereby widening the effective RF lockingrange significantly.
RF locking-ranges at various injected powers available in
our experiment showed significant difference for negative
and positive absorber voltages. The RF locking-range versus
injected power ratio for two absorber voltages (positive: filled
circles, negative: filled triangles) is shown in Fig. 8. As
can be seen, the difference in locking-ranges for these cases
are considerable due to the existence of several overlapping

B. Optical spectral properties
In addition to the RF properties of the comb, optical spectral
properties such as modal linewidth, comb spectral width and
pulsing characteristics are important parameters that need to
be considered in real applications. As mentioned earlier, an
important advantage of dual-mode injection over electronic
synchronization techniques such as hybrid mode-locking is
the modal linewidth narrowing as a result of optical injectionlocking. In Fig. 10(a), the heterodyne beating tone of the several modes in different locations of the dual-mode injectionlocked comb (solid-lines) and free-running 20th mode away
from second injected mode (dashed-line/blue) are shown. As
can be seen, a strong narrowing occurred for all modes when
the laser was injection-locked whereas the free running optical
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Fig. 8. RF locking-range for dual-mode injection versus injected power for
positive absorber voltage (filled circles) and negative absorber voltage (filled
triangles) and the same bias parameters as Fig. 3(a).
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locked regions which broaden the upper bound of the total
effective RF locking-range. The maximum RF locking-range
for negative absorber voltage was ≈ 400 MHz corresponding
to injection ratio of ≈5%. Extra locked regions were mostly
absent or existed with much lower RF locking-ranges at
positive absorber voltage except for highest available injection
power (last two points in Fig. 7), with maximum injected
power at port 2 of the circulator ≈330 µW. It is worth noting
that for negative absorber voltage locking-ranges >100 MHz
occurred at even small amounts of injected power.
Combining both frequency ranges covered by the injectionlocked laser for the two absorber voltages, one can extend
the overall locking-range to 440 MHz, as shown in Fig. 9.
A typical cleaving error of 20 µm gives a device-to-device
variation in designed repetition rate of ∼200 MHz which can
be covered easily by such a wide RF locking-range. This wide
locking-range also included 21.33 GHz, locking to the subharmonic of 42.66 GHz a defined frequency used in optical
communication systems. This is >300 MHz higher than that
of the free-running laser with negative absorber (21.026 GHz)
and >470 MHz from free-running positive absorber (20.858
GHz).
The total RF locking-range of 440 MHz for a 21 GHz
device means the tuning percentage of more than 2% is
higher than the record published by monolithic hybrid modelocked laser at 1.55 µm [13], [14] and comparable to the
widest ranges reported in monolithic actively mode-locked
lasers [15]. Moreover, these were achieved with special RF
impedance matching circuits plus multi-section devices to
extend the locking-range. Here we used simple two-section
lasers without any mechanism for extra RF or phase tuning
such as a passive section. Also, the optical nature of this
synchronization mechanism makes this technique transparent
against RF spectrum of injected signal, unlike hybrid/active
mode-locking where impedance matching is crucial to increase
the actual amount of injected RF power versus frequency. As
we will show, injection-locking to a dual-mode spacing at
higher harmonics of the repetition rate is also possible using
this technique. Also, the shift of repetition rate observed in
dual-mode injection versus free-running values gives an extra
degree of freedom in frequency coverage, where a separate
frequency range could be covered using hybrid mode-locking.
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Fig. 9.
Demonstration of wide (≈ 440 MHz) repetition rate tuning by
combining the locking-ranges for negative and positive absorber voltages. The
RF spectrum of the free-running mode-locked laser is shown for comparison.

linewidth was ≈ 270 MHz. The normalized lineshape of
this mode (solid-line/red) along with the lineshape of one of
the master laser’s modulated sidebands (dashed-line/black) is
given in Fig. 10(b). It is evident that the lineshape of the
measured mode follows that of the master laser which is a
clear indication of complete coherence of this mode and the
dual-modes. As shown later, this characteristic is very useful
for applications requiring comb generation with optical phase
synchronization of the comb lines to the master laser.
The width of pulses generated by the dual-mode injectionlocked comb, and 10 dB spectral width versus locked frequency for two injection powers are shown in Fig. 11. The
pulse-width (FWHM of Sech2 fit to the autocorrelation trace
after deconvolution) of the comb started from 3.4 and 3.7
ps for injection ratio of 2.9% and 4.6%, respectively. As the
frequency spacing of the comb increased within the lockingrange, the pulses broadened monotonically up to ≈6 ps. The
increase in the pulse-width was followed by decrease of the 10
dB comb spectral width. The number of comb lines within 10
dB of the peak started at 35 and 31 for the injection ratios of
2.9% and 4.6%, respectively;then, decreased as the frequency
increased with final counts 13 and 11 lines within 10 dB.
Finally, the optical spectra of the comb at selected locking
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Fig. 10. (a). Heterodyne beat note of several modes at different locations of
the OFC (solid-lines) along with free running (dashed-line/blue) 20th mode
away from second injected mode. The modes are denoted based on their
relative modal distance from injected modes; mode with negative indice
located at the blue side of injection. (b). Zoom (30 MHz span) of the
normalized RF beat note for the mode (solid-line/red) and one of the master’s
modulated side bands (dashed-line/black), injected power ratio ≈3%.
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Fig. 11. Comb pulse-width (filled marks, left axis) and number of comb lines
within 10 dB spectral width (empty marks, right axis) versus repetition rate
of injection-locked laser (frep ) for injection ratios of ≈2.9% and ≈4.6%).
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Fig. 13.
Autocorrelation traces (blue/solid-lines) along with Sech2 fit
(red/dashed-line) and transform limited autocorrelation traces (black/dasheddot line) corresponding to the optical spectra in Fig. 12

frequencies separated by 60 MHz from Fig. 11 is shown in
Fig. 12. The general shape of the comb consisted of two
prominent modes at the location of injection, followed by
an almost flat range and a group of few modes having the
highest powers among the comb lines in the red side of the
comb. This is similar to the red shift phenomenon observed in
GaAs quantum-dot mode-locked lasers under optical injection
[23]. As the frequency increased, the spectral distance of this
part and the injected modes decreased, forming a comb with a
narrower 10 dB width. This was also followed by presence of
lines with unequal power at the location of injection despite
the fact that the dual-modes had same power before injection.
The comb’s spectral width could be further expanded using an
optical amplifier and highly nonlinear fibre to be tailored to
a particular application [11]. The autocorrelation traces with
their Sech2 fit and transform limited autocorrelation traces
for the same injection parameters as Fig. 12 are shown in
Fig. 13. The transform limited traces were calculated from
the measured optical spectra assuming zero chirp or constant
spectral phase. The calculated time-bandwidth product was
1.53 for the widest optical spectrum decreasing to 0.72 for

the narrowest spectrum indicating residual chirp for injectionlocked laser. The free-running time-bandwith products were
7.17 for positive and 2.83 for negative absorber bias indicating
reduction of time-bandwidth product with optical injection.
V. P HASE - SYNCHRONIZATION

OF A TWO - CHANNEL PHASE
SENSITIVE AMPLIFIER USING DUAL - MODE INJECTION

Phase sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) have recently attracted a
lot of interest due to their unique phase squeezing capabilities,
which makes them an ideal technology platform for regenerating phase encoded modulation formats, e.g. differential phase
shift keying (DPSK) [24]. Although their phase squeezing
capabilities have been well known for more than a decade
[25], a practical implementation that would allow them to
stand as independent, black box elements in transmission links
was missing until recently [26]. This was achieved using the
synchronization scheme proposed in [27], which combined
carrier extraction and frequency generation functionalities
along with optical injection-locking of a local oscillator laser
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Fig. 15. Optical spectrum of first HNLF output. The arrows denote the two
DPSK channels (Ch.1, Ch.2), the local pump (P1), and the pumps generated
through FWM process.

to create the synchronized pumps of the PSA. Recently, this
scheme was extended to demonstrate the first two-channel
DPSK PSA using optical injection-locking of two independent
single-mode lasers [28].
However, increasing the number of channels in such a
multi-pump black box PSA, requires at its synchronization
stage an equal number of additional local pumps, each one of
them phase-locked to the corresponding extracted carrier. This
makes the overall setup complicated and bulky, effectively
undermining the multi-wavelength processing capability of
such regenerators. Therefore, a solution that would enable
multiple pump generation by synchronizing a single laser
comb-source would be advantageous. In this section, we
demonstrate a powerful application of the dual-mode injectionlocking technique described in § IV, which allowed us to create
multiple synchronized pumps for phase sensitive amplification
using a single QDML which was injection-locked by two
extracted signal carriers.
A. Experimental arrangement and results
The experimental set up is illustrated in Fig. 14. At the
transmitter a comb generator consisting of two cascaded
Mach-Zehnder modulators was used to create synchronized
optical carriers spaced at 41.496 GHz. Two of them were
selected at λs1 = 1558.431 nm and λs2 = 1558.759 nm
and modulated in DPSK format at 10.374 Gbit/s with a
pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) of 27 -1. Subsequently,
the channels were decorrelated by 20 km of conventional
single-mode fiber (SMF) and amplified by an EDFA at 11
dBm. At the carrier extraction stage of the PSA, two input signals were mixed with a local DFB laser emitting at
λP 1 = 1554.898 nm, then amplified to 30 dBm in a highly

Optical power (dBm)

Fig. 14.
Experimental arrangement for two-channel DPSK PSA based
on QDML phase synchronization. List of abbreviations used: MZM: MachZehnder Modulator, PC: Polarization Controller, SMF: Single-Mode Fibre,
Att. Variable Optical Attenuator, HNLF: Highly Nonlinear Fibre, PZT: PiezoElectric Transducer, PD: Photodetector, WSS: Wavelength Selective Switch,
RX: Receiver.

nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The HNLF had a length of 0.198 km,
dispersion parameter -0.2 ps/(nm.km) (at 1550 nm), nonlinear
coefficient 7.4 W-1 .km-1 and attenuation of 14 dB/km [29].
At the HNLF output the two generated carriers were selflocked to the corresponding signals and the local pump and
located at symmetric wavelengths with respect to them, as
shown in Fig. 15. The output of the HNLF was divided in
two arms. In one arm, we used a band pass filter (3 dB
bandwidth 4 nm) and two interleavers (50 GHz and 21.31
GHz, respectively) to select the carriers and clean them from
the residual frequencies of the FWM process. Then, the filtered
spectrum was injected through a circulator to the QDML. The
circulator was connected to the QDML through a lensed fibre
introducing a typical loss of 3 dB. The output of the laser
from port-3 of the circulator (average power ≈ -1.2 dBm) was
then amplified to 13 dBm in an EDFA and combined with the
pump and signal spectrum of the other arm to a Wavelength
Selective Switch (WSS). The WSS also removed unwanted
frequencies from the carrier extraction process and selected
the two signal channels and the three pumps, as shown in
Fig. 16(a) along with the optical spectrum of injection-locked
QDML. The output of WSS was amplified by a 30 dBm high
power EDFA before launched to a second HNLF (with the
same parameters as first HNLF and with a length of 0.19
km) to form the PSA. We used a conventional feedback based
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(a) Optical spectrum of PSA input, after removing un-wanted
components using WSS, the spectrum of OFC from QDML is depicted in
dashed curve. (b). The zoom of the optical spectrum at the PSA output around
channels for maximum (dashed line-red) and minimum (solid-line/blue) gain.
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phase-locked loop circuit to control a piezoelectric-based fibre
stretcher (PZT) and compensate any slow thermal or acoustic
induced phase drift between the interacting waves in both
paths. The stabilized output of the PSA against thermal fiber
expansion was observed at maximum and minimum gain for
both channels, as shown in Fig. 16(b). A 7.4 dB on-off gain
was measured for both channels which may be increased by
using higher pump powers.
The QDML used in this experiment was a two-section
device with total cavity length of 2030 µm, with 40 µm
saturable-absorber section (2%) operating as self-mode-locked
(SML) lasers [30] when the absorber was left floating, giving
mode-locked frequency around 20.8 GHz and the same mounting configuration as described in § II.
The spacing of extracted carriers was twice of that the
channels due to FWM process; this means injection at the
4th harmonic of the repetition rate of the injection-locked
laser (82.992 GHz). Nevertheless, the OFC with the same line
spacing as dual-mode injection at first harmonic was generated
as the locking mechanism is not related to any possible FWM
process in the QDML’s cavity [31]. The RF spectrum of
the laser when free running (without injection) and under
injection-locking is depicted in Fig. 17, where significant RF
linewidth narrowing was observed. The Lorentzian fit to the
RF linewidth of the free running laser was 270 kHz (not
shown) whereas the RF linewidth of the injection-locked laser
reduces to the values beyond the resolution bandwidth (RBW)
of the instrument. The inset in Fig. 17 shows the 80 Hz
zoom of the peak with resolution bandwidth of 1 Hz; the 20
dB linewidth of the tone is estimated to be 3 Hz, indicating
strong reduction of timing jitter of the laser. This confirms the
presence of phase-locking between the injected modes and
extracted carriers.
Another difference between the dual-mode injection here to
that described in § IV comes from the generation mechanism
of coherent dual-modes. In § IV, the modes were generated
from a CW source with high optical signal to noise ratio
(OSNR) which indicates dual-modes with high OSNR. In
the case of dual-modes generated through FWM in a HNLF,
however, any noise present in signals and EDFA will be
transferred to the generated carriers. Therefore, special care
has to be taken to make sure that the dual-modes are injected
with OSNR higher than a threshold to have complete injectionlocking. Correct evaluation of this threshold requires a separate
study to investigate the robustness of dual-mode injection
scheme against OSNR similar to what has been done in [27]
for injection locking to CW slave lasers. In addition to the
noise, residual phase modulation is present in the generated
carriers. In order to suppress the residual phase modulation,
the injection ratio should be kept as low as possible [32] (about
-30 dB in this experiment).
Both QDMLs with SAML or SML mechanisms could be
used for injection-locking to the extracted carriers. OFCs
derived from SMLs have fewer comb lines with the majority
of the power in the injected modes. Combs from SAMLs are
much wider, with power distributed among many comb lines
(see Fig. 12). SML combs are beneficial for this scheme, as
more power per line was required to observe phase sensitive
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Fig. 18. (a). BER measurements of both channels versus total received power.
(b). Error free eye diagrams for both channels at the input and output of the
PSA.

performance at the output of the PSA.
We also studied the performance of the PSA in terms
of BER measurements for both channels. Fig. 18(a) depicts
the BER for both channels in back-to-back and PSA output
(maximum gain) against received power. By comparing the
BER curves for both channels at the output, about 1 dB sensitivity penalty for BER of 10-9 was observed, with negligible
penalty at the forward error correction (FEC) threshold around
10-3 . The error-free eye diagrams (shown in Fig. 18(b) for
both channels at the output are open proving the excellent
performance of our scheme.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported the generation of versatile narrow
linewidth optical frequency combs with wide spectra, based
on dual-mode injection-locking of InP quantum-dash modelocked lasers. A wide RF locking-range of ≈440 MHz was
obtained for a two-section device without any passive section
for extra tuning. This is >2% of repetition rate, higher than
the records published for any monolithic hybrid mode-locked
laser. It was shown that proper selection of bias parameters led
to such a wide RF locking-range. This behavior is believed
to be due to injection-locking to the regime of less stable
mode-locking operation opening up wide locking-range and
repetition rate tuning. The widest comb had 10 dB spectral
width of more than 0.7 THz (35 lines ≈21 GHz spacing)
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with 3.7 ps pulses. The individual comb lines, all showed
similar linewidths as the master laser. A two-channel PSA
with two 10.374 Gb/s DPSK input channels was demonstrated based on simultaneous phase synchronization of local
pumps to incoming signals through this novel injection-locking
technique using a 21 GHz InP QDML. A 7.4 dB phase
sensitive gain and only 1 dB sensitivity penalty observed
in the BER measurements of two channels at the output of
the amplification stage. This scheme has the potential for
extension to multiple channels towards more compact and
efficient black box PSAs.
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